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1.

BACKGROUND

Work was underway to make a number of existing UML models DDD Aggregate compliant. DDD Aggregates are a
practical way of improving the coupling and cohesion of models by defining ‘clumps’ of instances, which is
especially useful for fine grain (non-monolithic) architectures such as those using microservices.

Most of this work was straight-forward involving minor or no structural changes to the existing models, but a number
of issues were identified when applying the DDD Aggregate rules to unbounded instance graphs.
These were especially apparent while trying to partition a Temporal Expression model [Fowler TE] into Aggregates.
This led to the recognition of more general issues related to the application of DDD Aggregate rules to models where
the existing model structure needs to be modified for the Aggregate rules to be satisfied.
This paper provides insights on designing models using Aggregates, with a focus on recursive Aggregate models.
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2.

CONTEXT

The concept of DDD Aggregates was proposed by Eric Evans in his book “Domain Driven Design”.

“Cluster the ENTITIES and VALUE OBJECTS into AGGREGATES and define
boundaries around each. Choose one ENTITY to be the root of each
AGGREGATE, and control all access to the objects inside the boundary through
the root. Allow external objects to hold references to the root only. Transient
references to internal members can be passed out for use within a single
operation only. Because the root controls access, it cannot be blindsided by
changes to the internals. This arrangement makes it practical to enforce all
invariants for objects in the AGGREGATE and for the AGGREGATE as a whole
in any state change.” [Evans]
Aggregates provide a useful architectural restriction that improves fine-grain coupling and cohesion in a
practical way.

“Some of the trends around building distributed systems, or modular monoliths,
all come back to fundamental architectural principles, such as high cohesion
and low coupling. Domain-Driven Design, while considered a late majority
trend, continues to be emphasized by architects looking for good guidance on
context mapping and identifying boundaries within a system.” [InfoQ]

Fine grain coupling and cohesion is especially important in modern software architectures that support modular
distributed systems [Kleppmann]. Aggregate instances can be thought of as a ‘unit of consistency’ and it makes
sense to distribute whole consistent messages and to store them atomically in an Event Log.
Note that Aggregates are only useful in the stages of analysis and design of a model when coupling and cohesion
is important. That means that they may not add value for more abstract models like during conceptual modelling.
Note also that Aggregates don’t have anything to do with UML Aggregation, even though the names are similar.
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Figure 1 is a possible architecture showing how Aggregate instances and Events may interact both within and
between DDD Bounded Contexts.
For example, Bounded Context 1 may be an ordering system and Bounded Context 2 may be an accounting
system, each with its own “ubiquitous language”. The “ubiquitous language” in each Bounded Context leads to
DDD Aggregate definitions and hence the definition of the events that the aggregate instances use both within
the Bounded Context and to external Bounded Context(s).

Fig. 1. A possible architecture using Aggregate instances

The existing literature only provides simple examples of using DDD Aggregates and there are particular issues
that arise in applying Aggregates to recursive model definitions.
This paper aims to:
• Provide some additional rigor to the application of Aggregates
• Categorize some common recursive models based on a general Tree model
• Suggest recursive model forms that are Aggregate compatible

3.

RECURSIVE AGGREGATE FORCES

There are a number of forces involved in the definition of Recursive Aggregates. It is complicated because of the
interplay of forces between those for DDD Aggregates and those for non-Aggregate recursive structures (some that
complement each other and some that inhibit each other).
SIMPLICITY: Recursion provides a simple representation when what is being represented is of indeterminate
size or could change size over time.
SCALABILITY: Recursive structures scale well from small to enormous object graphs using the same model
structure.
This simplicity and scalability may inhibit a modular solution though, and modern architectures require more
modular representations.
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4.

PRACTICAL AGGREGATES

In his book “Domin Driven Design” [Evans], Eric Evans describes Aggregates by using an <<AggregateRoot>>
stereotype and by drawing a line around the scope of the Aggregate definition.
Note that an Aggregate is actually a group of instance(s), not classes, so it is important to understand the difference
between the Aggregate definition (classes) and an actual Aggregate (instances).
One problem that was faced in applying the Aggregate concepts is that the published examples are mostly based on a
simple case like Order and OrderItem and don’t include inheritance [Vernon] [Scabl blog] . A more general solution
requires a robust set of definitions that allow the use of Aggregates to be “industrialized”.
Part of “industrializing” Aggregates involves defining them in such a way that tooling support can be leveraged.
To enable Aggregates to be better defined in a UML modelling tool, the following decisions were made:
• Aggregate scope limits are defined statically using stereotypes on the class model. This is equivalent to
making these stereotypes Java class annotations for Java code.
• Aggregate boundaries can’t overlap, and Aggregates can’t contain other Aggregates
• Concrete parent classes are not allowed (to help clarify the Aggregate boundaries)
• An <<Agg_Root>> stereotype was defined in the tooling to represent an Aggregate Root
• An <<Agg_Leaf>> stereotype was defined in the tooling to represent an Aggregate Leaf
• All concrete Entities need to be tagged as <<Agg_Root>> or <<Agg_Leaf>>. Abstract Entities don’t
produce instances so can be untagged or aggregate tagged as required.
• Both <<Agg_Root>> and <<Agg_Leaf>> are inherited by subclasses and can’t be overridden. Therefore an
<<Agg_Leaf>> can’t inherit from an <<Agg_Root>> and visa-versa.
• Datatype instances are immutable and designed to be shared, so they were removed from the Aggregate
concept and not tagged
• Enumerations are static, so they are excluded from the Aggregate concept and are not tagged
• All associations need to be tagged with either <<Agg_Within>> (both ends of the association are in the same
Aggregate definition) or <<Agg_Between>> (the ends of the association terminate on different aggregate
definitions)
• Within an Aggregate definition there should be high coupling & cohesion, so we require a composite tree
association (chain) from the root to every leaf in the Aggregate definition. Note that there may also be
additional (non-composition) reference associations present in the Aggregate definition.
Note that in theory, not all of these stereotypes are required. If all concrete associations are either <<Agg_Within>>
or <<Agg_Between>>, then only one of these is required. In practice, it’s better to explicitly tag all associations rather
than to assume the absence of a stereotype means a certain value. In the future, if UML tooling provided inbuilt
aggregate support, then this could simplify the Aggregate tagging required. Without Aggregate support in the UML
tooling, an Eclipse plugin with Aggregate validation code was written to check aggregate definitions in an on-demand
job manner. The redundant tagging simplifies the validation code and helps prevent inadvertent issues if a model is
modified or refactored.
With the decisions above, almost fifty test cases were drawn up, for both valid and invalid model fragments [HartleyONF]. In the class diagrams with Aggregate tagging, Aggregate Leaves are colored green, to help in visualizing the
diagrams. Roots are yellow or brown and untagged abstract entities are shown with grey fill.
Aggregate Roots, which are globally visible are given a globalId.
Aggregate Leaves are only visible within the aggregate that they are defined in, which allows them to be given an
identifier local to the aggregate. Aggregate Leaves could also have an aggregateId reference back to the Aggregate
Root.
Note that this doesn’t preclude both of the leaf localId and the root globalId identifiers using a common identifier
scheme such as a UUID.
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An issue that can arise when applying Aggregates in a model relates to the fact that the Aggregate stereotypes are
applied to the Entities and Associations and hence every Entity and Association instance plays the same role in the
Aggregate instance. If an Entity or Association needs to play more than one role in an Aggregate, then it will need to
be refactored so that each role in the Aggregate is represented separately.
After working through the test cases, it became obvious that the valid and invalid model structures looked similar in a
number of cases and that in a large model, validating aggregates by hand was next to impossible. Therefore, model
validator code was written that checks both the simple rules in the dot points above, and more complex rules that
check the Aggregate boundary definition.
The Aggregate stereotypes defined in this section will be used in section 6 onwards, where they are combined with
the recursive Tree structures defined in section 5.
Appendix A documents a number of DDD Aggregate examples.
4.1

Aggregates and UML Composition Trees

In the published works on Aggregates, there are some lifetime rules around Aggregate roots and leaves such that a
Leaf instance cannot exist without a root instance.
This sort of constraint is often represented in UML with a composition association.
By inference then it seems to make sense for each leaf instance in an aggregate to be in a composition tree back to the
root instance in UML. Also using association composition highlights the requirement for multiplicity at the
composing end to be constrained to be singular (1 or 0..1).
In implementing Aggregates in a programming language or data definition, relationships within and between an
aggregate may be represented differently. References between Aggregates should use a global identifier [Vernon], and
references within an Aggregate could use a local identifier or be “embedded”.
Because Aggregates are also invariant boundaries, the aggregate boundary may not be what might be defined using
traditional UML composite association design.
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5.

TREE STRUCTURES

This paper will use recursive Tree structures to demonstrate Aggregate recursion.
This should not be seen as a restriction of the solution, merely that in a paper like this the story needs to be
limited in some way to prevent it turning into a book.
This section documents a general tree structure and a number of simpler variants that can be derived from it.
The reason for this theoretical approach is that by starting with a generic tree definition, the simpler, more
practical structures in common use (such as the Composite pattern) can be related when the DDD Aggregate
rules are applied.
Note that because this paper brings together concepts from three different contexts, we have an unfortunate
overlap of terminology:
• Categorization of tree vertexes as root, branch or leaf
• Tree representations where there may or may not be specialized classes for each type of tree vertex
• Aggregate roles of Agg_Root and Agg_Leaf that may map onto tree vertexes in different ways
In this document, we will try and clarify the context by referring to terms like “Aggregate Root” versus “Tree
Root”.
We will define a Tree structure using the following definitions based on [Wikipedia Tree] [Wolfram Tree] :
• Each Tree starts at a Root vertex (rooted Tree)
• It may have one or more Branch vertexes (of degree 2 or more)
• It may have one or more Leaf vertexes (of degree 1)
• For a Tree of one vertex, the vertex is a Root vertex and hence a Root vertex may have degree 0, 1 or 2 or
more

Fig. 2. The 3 types of Vertex.

We will look at the following (useful) simplified Tree representations:
• Represent a tree using Root, Branch & Leaf classes
• Represent a tree using only Branch classes
• Represent a tree using only Branch and Leaf classes
• Represent a tree using only Root and Branch classes
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Note that the tree always has a root, and possibly branches and leaves. What is changing here is how these map to
model classes.
In this section, each tree representation will be introduced separately and then at the end they will be compared.
There are other possible variants that don’t seem useful (Root only, Root-Leaf, Leaf only) and these won’t be
discussed.
Note that tree Root and tree Leaf concepts are independent of the Aggregate Root and Aggregate Leaf concepts.
Note that some of these tree options can be modified to represent Directed Acyclic Graphs or general Graphs, but this
won’t be covered here to keep this paper simple.
Also, the Tree could be directed or undirected, but again this is not fundamental to the structural discussion and so
will not be covered.
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5.1

Represent Tree Root, Branch & Leaf separately (Root-Branch-Leaf classes)

In the model below, each type of Vertex and each association is represented separately. An abstract superclass
“Vertex”, has been added, that is not needed here, but may be used in later options.
Note that we may want all trees to start at a Root, but it is hard to enforce with this model because the associations
from Branch and Leaf back to Root are optional and would need to be enforced by an additional exclusive OR (XOR)
restriction.

Fig. 3. The 3 types of Vertex.

By creating an abstract “Non-Leaf” class, the model can be redrawn as shown below, which is both simpler and
enforces that all trees must start at a Root.
Note that the choice of Non-Leaf is driven by the asymmetry in Figure 3.

Fig. 4. Addition of Non-Leaf abstract class to Figure 3
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A second option is to group under a “Non-Root” class rather than a “Non-Leaf” class. This is not as good a solution
(because we can’t make the composing ends a 1 multiplicity), but as we will see later, it’s needed in some cases, like
the Temporal Expression model where there are a number of un-mergeable Branch classes.

Fig. 5. Addition of Non-Root abstract class to Figure 3

The complexity of a ‘full’ tree representation is probably not warranted unless there is some special need to optimize
for large static trees. It is useful though in showing how the other simpler representations are related, and also helps
later in the paper when the Aggregate rules are applied.
5.2

Represent Tree Root, Branch & Leaf using only a Branch class

A self-join is the simplest of all the options.
Here the Branch class is used to represent tree root, branch and leaf tree vertexes.

Fig. 6. Self Join Example
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By removing the Root and Leaf classes from Figure 3, we get the Figure below.

Fig. 7. Self-Join Model

Note that association ‘BranchHasBranches’ needs to have multiplicity 0..1 at the parent Branch end since there will
need to be a ‘root’ Branch instance that doesn’t have a ‘parent’ Branch instance.
The simplest tree representation is useful where there is no need to distinguish between groups of objects and
individual objects. It’s obvious though that with only one Entity and one Association, that this will limit how the
DDD Aggregate rules can be applied.
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5.3

Represent a Tree using only Branch and Leaf classes

Here the Branch class is used to represent tree root and branch vertexes, so a Tree of a single vertex will be an
instance of Branch.

Fig. 8. Branch and Leaf Example

By removing Root from Figure 3, we get the Figure below.

Fig. 9. Branch and Leaf Model

Looking at Figure 9, we can see that Branch has a composition relationship to both Branch and Leaf, so this can be
redrawn as shown in Figure 10, by moving the composed association end up to Vertex and combining the two
associations, which results in the [GoF] Composite pattern.
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Fig. 10. Branch and Leaf Aggregation Model

Note that association ‘BranchHasVertexes’ needs to have multiplicity 0..1 at the Branch end since there will need to
be a ‘root’ Branch instance that doesn’t have a ‘parent’ Branch instance.
A composite representation is useful to distinguish between groups of objects and individual objects, but allow a
client to ignore this difference [GoF].

5.4

Represent a Tree using only Root and Branch classes

Here the Branch class is used to represent both tree branch and leaf vertexes.

Fig. 11. Branch and Root Example
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By removing Leaf from Figure 3, we get the Figure below.

Fig. 12. Branch and Root Model

Looking at the Figure above, we can see that both Root and Branch have a composition relationship to Branch, so this
can be redrawn as shown in the Figure below.
Note that now we can enforce that a Branch must have a Parent and that parent is either another Branch or a Root.
Because of the one multiplicity at the Vertex end of “VertexHasBranches”, the top of the tree can only be a Root
instance.

Fig. 13. Branch and Root ‘Reverse’ Composite Model

This representation is useful to distinguish between groups of objects and individual objects, but allow a client to
ignore this difference. This option is more useful than the composite pattern for trees that extend out from the leaves
at runtime.
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5.5

Comparison of the Tree Patterns for Implementation

The table below compares the implementation characteristics for each of the Tree patterns.
The characteristics used for comparison are:
• Enforcement – does the model enforce the instances in a useful way ?
• Dynamic Extension– as a tree is extended, do the instances need to change their type ? (in a statically typed
language this may require deletion and then creation of a new instance)
• Efficiency – the complexity of the object graph and each object
Pattern
Root-Branch-Leaf
(Refactored with Nonleaf)
Branch

Pros
Allows for enforcing the complete tree
structure.

Cons
More complex model.

Simple with only one class. No need to
change the type of instances as the tree
is extended.

Branch-Leaf
(Composite)

Efficient for large trees as Leaf doesn’t
have a collection.

Root-Branch

Enforces a single Root.

Since all instances are of the same type, the
Tree root and leaves need to be inferred (root
if parent branch is null, leaf if childBranches
collection is null or empty)
In a tree with many leaves, this could waste
memory with unwanted collections unless lazy
loading is used.
Works well if aggregation is done from the
leaves back.
Not usable for dynamic extending trees
(recursive decomposition).
In a tree with many leaves, this could waste
memory with unwanted collections unless lazy
loading is used.
Works well for dynamic extending trees.
Not usable for aggregating back (recursive
composition).

Table 1 - Tree patterns compared
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5.6

Comparison of the Patterns Extensibility Issues

If a tree is dynamic and vertexes may be added or removed from the tree, then this can be an issue for some of the tree
representations.
In the table below, we assume that a Tree is either
• extended out from a current Leaf (by making that vertex a tree branch and adding a leaf under it) or
• extended back from the current Root (by making that vertex a tree branch and adding a root on top of it).
If a Tree is extended by adding intermediate Branches, then no change of type is needed.
Note that a similar issue appears if vertexes are removed from a Tree.
Pattern
Root-Branch-Leaf
(Refactored)
Branch
Branch-Leaf
(Composite)
Root-Branch

Root Extension
Root needs to change to Leaf
or Branch
-----

Leaf Extension
Leaf needs to change to Branch

Root needs to change to
Branch

---

Comment

--Leaf needs to change to Branch

Table 2 – Tree pattern extensibility considerations
Figures 14 and 15 below show simple cases of Tree growth for each of the Tree representations.
We see in Fig 14 that for the Root-Branch-Leaf representation that extending the tree by adding a new vertex to a
Leaf, that the Leaf needs to be changed from a Leaf class instance to a Branch class instance.

Fig. 14. Extend tree out from ‘Leaf’

We see in Fig 15 below, that for the Root-Branch-Leaf representation that extending the tree by adding a new Root
vertex to the existing Root, that the old Root needs to be changed from a Root class instance to a Leaf or Branch class
instance.
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Fig. 15. Extend Back From ‘Root’

5.7

Pattern Extensibility Example

A simple example may help in determining which of the recursive tree patterns is suitable for a given situation.
Imagine that we have a relational database containing family trees (ignoring the fact that a person has 2 parents).
The Branch-Leaf (Composite) pattern may initially seem to be a good option to use to model this but has an issue if
we initially model children when they are born as tree leaves, but later on they have children and need to be converted
to tree branches so that we can store their children.
The Root-Branch representation may also cause problems if we initially model the ‘head’ of a family as a tree root,
but over time, as more research is done and their parents are traced, some of these need to be converted to tree
branches so that we can store their parents.
If our implementation is not a relational database, but an immutable event log [Kleppmann], and we are using a
functional programming language, then a Branch-Leaf representation may make sense, where the conversion from a
Leaf to a Branch is like a change of state.
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6.

RECURSIVE AGGREGATES

In this section, the Aggregate rules defined in section 4 are applied to the recursive Tree structures defined in
section 5 to produce recursive aggregate structures.
It will become apparent that applying the Aggregate rules to the tree artifacts is problematic because an artifact
may play more than one Aggregate role, and that role may change at runtime as a tree is extended or contracted.
An important finding is that by adding a new type of tree vertex, a “ReferencingLeaf”, that the Aggregate rules
can be satisfied, while keeping the general recursive tree structure intact.

6.1

Recursive Aggregates (Root – Branch - Leaf)

Figure 4 from section 5 is copied below, showing a model representing each type of tree vertex separately.

Fig. 16. Monolithic Tree structure (Copy of Figure 4 )

Now we need to decide how to apply the Aggregate concepts to this model.
It only makes sense for a tree Leaf vertex to be an Aggregate Leaf.
It only makes sense for a tree Root vertex to be an Aggregate Root.
So there are two options, dependent on if a tree Branch vertex is tagged as an Aggregate Leaf or Root, and both
of these are explored in the following sections.
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Fig. 17. Example of the Branch vertex Aggregate tagging options

Neither of these two options is ideal:
• Option 1 is problematic because the monolithic instance tree could be of considerable size.
• Option 2 doesn’t make any sense from a domain point of view as whether a vertex is a Branch or not
may not align with any domain concepts. Also, if a tree grows, it could result in the aggregate boundaries
changing (a tree Leaf becomes a Branch and then needs to change from being an Aggregate Leaf to an
Aggregate Root).
The only option is to re-work the monolithic recursive Tree model to allow for more control over the
Aggregate boundaries.
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To move forward we will make the following decisions:
1. The Tree Root class will be an Aggregate Root
2. The Tree Branch class will be an Aggregate Leaf
3. Tree Leaf class will be an Aggregate Leaf
4. We will add a new type of tree class, a ReferencingLeaf branch, that is only a reference to a Tree Root
Applying Aggregate tags to Figure 16 using the first three decisions results in the model below.

Fig. 18. Tree structure with Aggregate Tagging
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Applying the fourth decision results in the model below.

Fig. 19. Aggregate Root-Branch-Leaf tree with ReferencingLeaf class

The Figure below shows an example of how this would look in an actual Tree structure.

Fig. 20. Aggregate Root-Branch-Leaf tree with referencing leaf vertex example

Note that the structure above is no longer a simple monolithic recursive Tree. It is now actually a Directed Acyclic
graph of subtrees, but is the most useful approach.
If we don’t allow reuse of the sub-trees, then there is really no point in breaking the Tree up at all.
The complexity of a ‘full’ tree representation is probably not warranted unless there is some special need to optimize
for large static trees. It is useful though because the learnings from applying the DDD Aggregate rules to this general
model allow for the simpler, more practical representations to be defined in a consistent manner.
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6.2

Recursive Aggregates (Branch Only)

If the pre-Aggregate model represents a tree using only Branch vertexes (as shown in Figure 7), then the tree Root
class needs to be added back, so with the addition of ReferencingLeaf the result is the model below.

Fig. 21. Aggregate “Branch only” tree with ReferencingLeaf class

The Figure below shows an example of how this would look in an actual Tree structure.

Fig. 22. Aggregate “Branch only” tree with Referencing Leaf vertex example

The simplest tree representation is useful where there is no need to distinguish between groups of objects and
individual objects. To apply the DDD Aggregate rules there are two options: make every vertex instance a separate
aggregate instance or modify the model so that instance “clumps” can be defined.
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6.3

Recursive Aggregates (Branch-Leaf)

If the pre-Aggregate model represents a tree using only Branch and Leaf vertexes, then the tree Root class needs to be
added back, so with the addition of ReferencingLeaf the result is the same as the Root-Branch-Leaf model.

6.4

Recursive Aggregates (Root-Branch)

If the pre-Aggregate model represents a tree using only Root and Branch vertexes, then the resultant model is the
same as the Branch only model.

6.5

Recursive Aggregates Summary

In this section we have seen how application of the DDD Aggregate rules to a set of simple, commonly used tree
representations has required refactoring of the models so that each artifact can be assigned a role in the DDD
Aggregate.
In order for the Tree structure to be able to be split up :
• It requires a Root class (that can be referenced by a ReferencingLeaf class)
• It requires a ReferencingLeaf class in addition to the composed Branch and Leaf classes
This results in two valid DDD Aggregate compatible model tree structures
• Root – Branch – ReferencingLeaf
• Root – Branch – Leaf – ReferencingLeaf

6.6

Recursive Aggregates Example

Here we return to the simple example in section 5.7 to see what has changed.
The difference now is that the tree structure can be split up into families. Perhaps an administrator is assigned to
manage each tree ‘family’.
If a parent tree needs to link to an existing tree, then it can just use a ReferencingLeaf instance.
If a child is added, then the decision needs to be made whether to extend the current (sub) tree or to start a new one.
The same decisions as before need to be made, based on the implementation on which of the representations is the
best (Branch-Leaf, Root-Branch …).
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7.

APPLYING THE NEW STRUCTURES TO TEMPORAL EXPRESSION

describes how to represent recurring events using set theory and a UML model based on Fowler’s paper is
shown below.
[Fowler TE]

Fig. 23. Monolithic Temporal Expression model

The Temporal Expression trees are built by combining basic schedules using set operators (Union, Intersection,
Difference and Complement), so this is an example of Branch-Leaf from the tree structures in section 5.
This model doesn’t allow for reuse of an expression, if an expression uses a (sub)expression more than once then it
must be repeated.
(The Temporal Expression model above could be re-defined as a directed acyclic graph allowing for direct reuse, but
then the aggregate mapping is problematic. Appendix – B explores some of these issues.)
Note that there is no explicit tree Root as the Temporal Expression would be directly composed by the using model,
as shown by the “ClientUsesTE” association.
So as per section 6.3 “Recursive Aggregates (Branch-Leaf)”, a tree Root class needs to be added as well as a
ReferencingLeaf class (called TeReference below).
Note also that there are three different tree branch structures defined here (Composite, Difference and
Complement/Iterative), and their composing associations differences meant that they can’t be merged under a single
non-leaf abstract class. This means that we can’t use the “Non-Leaf” option (Figure 4) and must use the Non-Root
option (Figure 5, copied below).
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Fig. 24. Non-root Tree structure (Copy of Figure 5)

Applying the earlier Aggregate tagging rules to Figure 24 above gives us the structure in Figure 25 below, which can
now be applied to the Temporal Expression model.

Fig. 25. Aggregate Branch-Leaf tree with referencing leaf vertex and added Root
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The Client class would be in a separate Aggregate definition, so it can only associate to the TemporalExpression
Aggregate root class. Therefore, the old TemporalExpression entity has been renamed to TeElement and a new
Aggregate Root Entity called TemporalExpression has been added.

Fig. 26. Aggregate compliant Temporal Expression model

Figure 27 below shows an instance diagram based on Figure 26 above.

Fig. 27. Aggregate compliant Temporal Expression model example
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Note that the Aggregate version of the Temporal expression model allows an expression of 1,000 elements to be
represented as:
• A single Aggregate instance of 1,000 elements
• 1,000 Aggregate instances of 1 element (plus referencing elements)
• Anything in-between the above two options by randomly breaking up the tree structure
• A number of elements based on grouping of expressions meaningful to the problem domain
The key is that the last option allows for domain definitions and reuse and for these definitions to form the basis of
structures shared over APIs and stored in Events and Event Logs.

8.

CONCLUSION

DDD Aggregates are an important part of modelling for today’s deployment architectures.
If a module is thought of as the ‘unit of deployment’, then an aggregate instance can be thought of as the ‘unit of
consistency’ and consistency is important when distributing information via Events or storing it in Event Logs.
In an “Aggregate world”, existing models and patterns may need to be re-looked at to make sure that they are
compatible with the new architectural requirements.
In particular, issues may arise in models that use recursion, where model artifacts can’t be assigned an Aggregate role
and model refactoring may be required to make these models compliant with the Aggregate rules.
This paper provides a brief look at these implications and hopefully provides support for future papers in this space.
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9.

APPENDIX A – SOME DDD AGGREGATE EXAMPLES

Eric Evans definition of an Aggregate is clear and concise, but it can be hard to understand which model structures are
actually compliant and which are not.
During writing an automated model aggregate checker it was clear that a set of test models would be required, and
this set is the result.
Note that the examples below are not a complete set. They are just a number of interesting cases to show application
of the Aggregate rules. They are deliberately minimalist model fragments to highlight the structural differences.
The slide-pack [Hartley-ONF] also contains examples of invalid Aggregates.
9.1

Some straight-forward, valid Aggregate examples

An Aggregate Root can contain one or more Aggregate Leaves

Fig. 28. Aggregate Test Case T01

An Aggregate Root can contain one or more Aggregate Leaves of different types

Fig. 29. Aggregate Test Case T02
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In T05 below, there are two overlapping Aggregate definitions, but because the composition association
‘RootHasLeaf’ has multiplicity 1 at the ‘Root’ end, T05 still results in distinct (non-overlapping) Aggregate instances.
In the more general case, ‘Root’ could have many subclasses, but the reasoning is the same.

Fig. 30. Aggregate Test Case T05

Aggregate Leaves can be chained within an Aggregate Root. In combination with T02, this allows for a composite
tree to be built up from the Aggregate Root.

Fig. 31. Aggregate Test Case T06
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T09 is a variation of T02, where an abstract parent of ‘LeafOne’ and ‘LeafTwo’ has been added and the association
promoted to Leaf.

Fig. 32. Aggregate Test Case T09

A Leaf can have an outgoing reference to another Aggregate.
Remember from the Aggregate definition by Eric Evans that external objects can only hold references to a Root.

Fig. 33. Aggregate Test Case T10

Aggregate roots can relate to each other.

Fig. 34. Aggregate Test Case T13
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Aggregate Roots and Leaves can both inherit from a common untagged abstract Entity

Fig. 35. Aggregate Test Case T14

T17 is just a combination of T01 and T10. Note that it could also be combined with T23.

Fig. 36. Aggregate Test Case T17

An Aggregate Root can exist on its own without any Leaf classes.
By definition, an Aggregate Leaf cannot exist on its own.

Fig. 37. Aggregate Test Case T18
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Aggregate root instances can reference each other. This is a variant of T13 where both ends of the association are of
the same type.

Fig. 38. Aggregate Test Case T31

T32 is a variation of T06, where both ends of LeafToLeaf are of the same type.

Fig. 39. Aggregate Test Case T32
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9.2

Some less obvious, but valid Aggregate examples

In T20 below, there are two overlapping Aggregate definitions, but because the composition association
‘OtherToLeaf’ has multiplicity 1 at the ‘Other’ end, T20 still results in distinct (non-overlapping) Aggregate
instances.

Fig. 40. Aggregate Test Case T20

T21 is a combination of T10 and T13

Fig. 41. Aggregate Test Case T21
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T22 is just T01 with a common untagged abstract superclass added

Fig. 42. Aggregate Test Case T22

Case T23 below may need to have a runtime check that for a Leaf instance ‘l’, which is within Root instance ‘r’, that
‘l’ LeafToRoot doesn’t point back to ‘r’ (“between” means that it needs to point to another (external) Root instance).

Fig. 43. Aggregate Test Case T23

T24 is a common case where a Root may have many Leaf instances, but one of these instances may have a special
significance (default values for example).

Fig. 44. Aggregate Test Case T24
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T36 is a combination of T13 and T10 with a common untagged abstract superclass added

Fig. 45. Aggregate Test Case T36

T37 is a combination of T01 and T32 with a common untagged abstract superclass added.
There are two overlapping Aggregate definitions, but because the composition association ‘OtherToLeaf’ has
multiplicity ‘1’ at the ‘Other’ end, T37 still results in distinct (non-overlapping) Aggregate instances.

Fig. 46. Aggregate Test Case T37
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T41 is a variation on T23 with two common untagged abstract superclasses added

Fig. 47. Aggregate Test Case T41

T42 is a variation on T41 where the Agg_Between and Agg_Within tags have been reversed

Fig. 48. Aggregate Test Case T42
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T43 is a variation on T41 and T42 with both associations at the abstract superclass level.
There are two overlapping Aggregate definitions, but because the composition association ‘OtherToOtherToo’ has
multiplicity 1 at the ‘Other’ end, T43 still results in distinct (non-overlapping) Aggregate instances.
Similar to T23 (Figure 43), we may need to have a runtime check that the “between” and “within” references don’t
terminate on the same Root instance for any given Leaf instance.

Fig. 49. Aggregate Test Case T43
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10. APPENDIX B – THE IMPACT OF AGGREGATES ON THE OBJECT GRAPH
If an existing model is refactored to use Aggregates, this can result in significant changes to the model structure.
Moving of association ends and limiting association navigability between Aggregate definitions are two common
refactorings required.
This section explores the impact of different Aggregate boundary definitions on a highly interconnected (non-tree)
object graph. A directed mesh was only chosen because its simplicity and symmetry making the aggregate impacts
easier to understand It’s not expected that a directed mesh object graph would be encountered in practice.
Consider an aggregate instance as shown in the Figure below.

Fig. 50. Aggregate with Complex internal Directed Acyclic Graph

We will now change the Aggregate definition and cut the Aggregate instance into two as shown below.

Fig. 51. Cutting Aggregate with Complex internal Directed Acyclic Graph

To still comply with the Aggregate rules, the object graph will need to become as shown below.

Fig. 52. Aggregate with Complex internal Directed Acyclic Graph split into two
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Looking at a more general case of Figure 50 with bidirectional references, we can see that for a more general graph
structure, segmenting with Aggregates can change both the target and the navigability of the object references.

Fig. 53. Aggregate with Complex internal structure split into two

As we have seen in the other sections of this paper, if the object graph is a tree, then imposing Aggregate rules results
in segmentation of the object tree without any restructuring but may change some navigability.
For example, in the diagram below, the Aggregate instance on the left is cut along the red dashed lines, requiring one
association to reduce its navigability.

Fig. 54. Segmenting a tree structure with Aggregates
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An Aggregate instance can be considered to be a subgraph with special rules on how these subgraphs are
interconnected based on two types of Nodes – Roots and Leaves.
To make this easier to visualize, in the figure below the Aggregate graph has been redrawn with the Aggregate Leaves
shown ‘inside’ the Aggregate Roots.

Fig. 55. General Aggregate graph structure

There may be some advantage in analyzing this as three different graphs:
1. A general Aggregate root – Aggregate Root graph
2. A directed Aggregate leaf → Aggregate Root graph
Also, the structure within an Aggregate could also be separately analyzed.

The impact of Aggregates on the object graph is an area that would benefit from further study, and this may lead to
opportunities for aggregate analysis using existing graph algorithms and software packages.
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GLOSSARY
ACRONYM
UML
ONF
DDD
DDD Aggregate
DDD Bounded Context

DEFINITION
Unified Modelling Language
Open Networking Foundation
https://www.opennetworking.org/
Domain Driven Design
Aggregate is a pattern in Domain-Driven Design. A DDD aggregate
is a cluster of domain objects that can be treated as a single unit.
[Fowler-Aggregate]
Is an architectural boundary of a model and its concepts and
vocabulary.
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